Hydrogen Detector
Lead-acid storage batteries emit hydrogen while gassing during charge. Hydrogen concentration of 4% to 75% by volume in air are potentially explosive. Hydrogen gas detector is designed to provide for dissipation and warning before any concentration reaches the lower explosive limit (LEL) of 4%.
• 1% Concentration energizes a relay which activates your exhaust fan
• 2% Concentration activates a built-in, pulsating warning alarm
• One-Year Warranty
• 110V; 50/60 hz
• 220VAC or 12VDC available
• 7"h x 4 3/4"w - 2 1/2" deep
Catalog No.
HGDI Single relay model
HGDI-DR Dual relay model
30RS 30 ft. remote display

NCP-2 Brush-on Battery Corrosion Preventative
Non-flammable, high-viscosity, brush-on preventative compound makes all surfaces impregnable to corrosion-causing acid fumes. Easy to apply to intercells.
Catalog No.
B-203 16 oz. NCP-2 Brush-on*
C-304 32 oz. NCP-2 Brush-on*
CB-104 4 oz. NCP-2 Brush-on (Brush in cap)
CB-304 32 oz. NCP-2 Brush-on (Brush in cap)
MB-102 1 oz. NCP-2 Brush-on* Brush not included

Water Deionizer
Ion exchanger removes dissolved impurities. The purity is comparable with distilled water and ideal for batteries. Disposable cartridge system for making up to 600 gallons of pure water.
Catalog No.
PS300 Total system
PS600 Replacement cartridge

Battery Tools
Catalog No.
TCPQ71 Inch pound torque wrench
B-745T19 Brass wire brush (not shown)

ANSI-Approved Eye Wash
Catalog No.
7602.10 10-gallon Stainless Steel
7500 16-gallon gravity feed shown w/9008 cart and 9009 waste container

Watering Carts
The professional way to dispense water quickly and accurately into any kind of industrial battery. Just snap on one of our automatic watering guns and you have a completely mobile service unit.
Catalog No.
CRT-4B 15-gallon tank, cart, battery box and charger pump (battery sold separately C.N. S-12330)
CRT-2A 8-gallon portable cart with built-in battery VRLA, pump, and charger
GUN-S Watering gun
GUN-G Watering gun with auto shut-off (not shown)

Unbreakable Hydrometers
Catalog No.
Z-1P Industrial grade hydrometer built with polycarbonate barrel and plastic float
Easy Read Scale 1.100 – 1.320

Z-1G Industrial grade hydrometer built with polycarbonate barrel and special heavy-duty glass float that can withstand drops from 10 ft.
Scale 1.100 – 1.350
Note: .005 Subdivisions

1353 Thermometer (not shown)
-20°F to +130°F with correction table